
THE EARLIEST PRINTED MAPS OF BRITISH TOWNS 

David Smith 
Before the publication of the inset town maps on John Speed's county maps in 1612, many British towns 
had b£•en mappt'd in mmw.~CI'ipt but only a few wae printed for production in numbers. This paper 
analyses thos£' towns which wae mapped in print prior to 1612, and why they wae mapped, bringing 
to light a controvasial, pn•viously virtually unknown, possible sixt£!enth C£!ntllly map of Bath. The 
natur£! o.ftJ~ese early printed town map.~ and the relationships bdween them ar£' established, separating 
original prim my surveys .fi"om secondary plagiari.~ed ver.~ions, and their value as records of urban 

hist01y is evaluated. 

lntr·oduction 
The inclusion of 71 inset town maps 1 on John Speed's 

county maps, first published in 16122, represented the first 
comprehensive record of the morphology of British towns. 3 

At long last, the richness of this record is being recognised 
by urban historians. However, before the appearance of 
Speed's insets, a handful of the leading towns of the day 
were delineated in print. Once p1inting techniques were 
applied to British urban cartography from the mid-sixteenth 
century, a few towns were mapped with the intention of 
reproduction in numbers. The printed records of these town 
landscapes represent an important and fascinating source 
for the urban historian. For this group of related town maps 
to be understood and appreciated, it is necessary to be aware 
of which towns were m upped before 1612, of the relation
ship between these maps, and of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the resulting records. 

Manuscript Antecedents 
Prior to the appearance of Speed's town series, a long 

tradition of such map production in manuscript lived on 
~longside the few printed town m ups which began to appear 
from t?e 1540s or' 50s. Most early mnnusC!ipt town repre
sentatiOns came about incidentally in the pmirnya1 of 
coast~! d~fence~, ports a~d strategic ~·miresses from at least 
1530. Strategic ports from the Bnsto1 Channel to New
castle were delineated for Hemy VIII to aid defensive 
planning. Thus, Newcastle, for example, was portrayed in 
1545, Tynemouth in the 1580s, and defensive requirements 
account for the anonymous manuscript mapping of such 
other ports as Berwick, Great Yam10uth and Scarborough. 5 

The most important militmy harbours, such as Plymouth6, 

were pmirayed many times as their defences were extended 
and improved. Seven primmy maps of the old town of 
Pmismouth 7, for instance, were produced between c.l545 
and 1~8~ by such 'filitary engineers as Richard Popinjay 
and Wilham Pearse , and Dover was recorded in numerous 
plans o~· its harbour, surrounding fortifications and pro
P,~)s~d Improvements. b~ such as Thomas Digges.9 

Similarly, towns were mc1dentally pmirayed in the map
~ing of inland fortifications and proposals for their 
Improvement by such as Richard Lee and Gian Tommaso 
Scala. John Rogers surveyed a large area around Hull 
c.l541/42 to illustrate the supply of water from drainage 
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ditches in surrounding fields to, probably, the moat outside 
the west wall ofthe town. 10 Rogers may also have surveyed 
Carlisle. The illustration of proposals for new or altered 
fortifications and other works was the principle reason for 
the production of scale maps which appeared from at least 
c.1541. 11 The recording of military engagements also gen
erated some early town pmirayals, as in the case of the 
French attack on Brighton in 151412 and the attack on 
Edinburgh by the Earl of He11ford's English troops in 
1544. 13 

Beyond militmy purposes, British towns were deline
ated in manuscript for a variety of other reasons, including 
the illustration of disputes at law and the portrayal of estates 
and land ownership. Towns and villages were sometimes 
m~pped anonymousl(4 as in the case_ of a bird 's-eye view of 
Kmgston-upon-Hull and maps of Leeds (c.1560)15 and 
Leicester (c.l600)!6 Some early manuscript town maps 
are linked to known map-makers, some more renowned for 
their achievements in other branches of cartography. Thus, 
Robeii Ricard (or Ricmi) recorded Bristol (c.l479)17, John 
Geddy St. Andrews (c.1580)1R and John Walker 
Chelmsford (1591 )!9 John Norden copied an earlier plan 

f. H" h F ·20 • · · · · o 1g am eiTers for h1s manuscnpt descnpt10n of 
N~)rthamptonshire ( 1591) and probably also included maps 
of Peterborough and Nmihampton. He also mapped Wind
sor ( 1607) for Jam es I. Chri stopher Saxton mapped 
Dewsbury (1600) and, perhaps, Manchester (1590)21, and 
Ralph Agas surveyed Toddington (1581)22 and Dunwich 
(1587).23" 

Most significantly, some British towns were recorded 
by the same map-maker, thus introducing an element of 
confmmity and a more obvious source for later cartogra
phers to draw from than was the one-off separately 
produced town map. William Smith drew both panoramic 
maps and profiles for his manuscript P articuler Description 
of"England ( 1588)24 and Tr£"alis£' on the Hi.vt01y and Antiq
uities of CJwshir£! (1588). Although, in the event, Smith 
produced few maps which were actually engraved and 
printed25, he was an int1uential figure in contemporary 
British cartography. His manuscript town maps were used 
as sources by both Braun & Hogenberg and Speed, despite 
the fact that his Norw·ich was obviously taken from an 
earlier printed source. 26 

Printed Town Maps 
In comparison with this plethora of manuscript mate

rial portraying pre-1612 British towns, the production of 
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printed town maps was, at first sight, disappointing. In any 
analysis of pre-1612 printed British town maps it is t!sst!n
tial to distinguish primary original survt!ys from thost! 
dt!rivt!d from t!arlit!r sourct!s, wht!tht!r manuscript or 
printed. Prt!-1612 printt!d British town maps should, thus, 
bt! dividt!d into thrt!t! classt!s: original primary survt!ys, 
st!condary plagiarised maps, and survt!ys possibly madt! and 
printt!d but having no known surviving t!Xamplt!s. (St!t! tab It! 
at foot of page). 

As long as the historian rt!cognises that secondary 
maps were plagiarised or adapted from earlier sources, they 
may still offer useful and important information not least 
because they are usually more accessiblt! than tht! prima~ 
surveys which usually survive in very limited numbers. 
However, it is essential to establish the source(s) of such 
secondary maps and, thus, to datt! the inti.)rmation portrayed 
since it will be of an earlier date than the printing and 
publishing of the map. 

London 
Probably the oldest printt!d British town plan, predict

ably of London, is known only from two surviving coppt!r 
platt!s28 which were later used by Flemish artists ft)r oil 
paintings. Unfortunately, the platt!s are so wom and mis
shapen that it is now impossible to print from them. 
Consequently, there is no recorded impression of this por
trayal of London. Surprisingly, this is a true ground plan at 
the large scale ofthrt!e chains to the inch (approximatdy 25 
inches to the mile)29 which must havt! been miginally 
engraved on 15 plates30, measuring about 1120 x 2260mm. 
The two surviving plates (each about 368 x 489mm.) are 
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London: anon. 

Norwich: Cuningham 

Camhridge: Lyne 

Edinhurgh: Holinshed 

Oxford: Agas 

Exeter: Hooker 

Camhridge: Hamond 

London: Norden 

Westminster: Norden 

Chichester: Norden 

Durham: Schwytzer 

Bath: Savile? 

contiguous, covering the centre of the small and compact 
Elizabethan city, encompassing an area extending from 
Shoreditch in the north to London Bridge in the south and 
Houndsditch in the east to Bow Church in the west. 31 

lntemal evidence suggests a production date of between 
1553 and 1559 although this has been more narrowly fo
cused to post-1556. 32 This largt! perspective map is both 
very detailed and very accurate. Buildings art! shown in 
perspective superimposed on the true ground plan of the 
streets. The individuality of the buildings and the ditier
ences between them suggest that they are portrayals from 
actual survey although houses and some churches have 
probably been conventionalized. Charmingly, this so
called 'copperplate map' portrays the life, activities and 
pleasures of London's people in its representation of, for 
example, the practice of archery in Spitalfields and gunnery 
in the Artillery Ground. 33 It has been suggested that the 
'copperplate map' was produced by Anthony van den Wyn
gaerde who drew a magnificent panorama of London 

h h. I d . f' . . 34 C amongst ot er topograp 1ca rawmgs o Cities. er-
tainly the map-maker, whoever he was, was highly skilled, 
both in survey and graphics, providing vital evidence ofthe 
contemporary city and a visual record of features, such as 
the scales in the courtyard of the 'Ledden hall', which have 
no other portrayal. 

The quality and detail of London's 'copperplate map' 
was clearly recognised by contempormy map-makers for it 
tt)Imed the sourct! t<.n· other portrayals of the city printed in 
the sixteenth century. The earliest extant plagiarised ver
sion is that first published by Georg Braun and Franz 
Hogenberg in Cologne in 1572 in Volumt! I of their monu-

Secondna-y mnps 
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Fig 1. The •copperplate map' of London, 1553-59 (Detail) 
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mental Civitates Orbis Terrarum. 35 The map appeared in 
several re-issues of the work until the mid-seventeenth 
century. Since the Braun & Hogenberg map represents one 
of the earliest versions of the full 'copperplate map', it 
warrants more detailed consideration than their other Brit
ish town maps which are straightforward copies of known 
maps. Thus, this copper engraving by Hogenberg still 
shows the London of the later 1550s portrayed originally 
by the 'copperplate map'. Like its 'copperplate' source, 
'Londinum Feracissimi Angliae Regni Metropolis'36 is a 
true ground plan at a scale of about 6.5 inches to the mile, 
measuring 317 x 4 79mm, with buildings shown in bird 's
eye perspective view. Inevitably, the much reduced scale 
causes the loss of detail from the otiginal 'copperplate 
map', but Hogenberg's perspective map is finely executed 
and probably follows the original survey more closely than 
the earlier 'Agas' map. Certainly where the two maps can 
be compared, Hogenberg follows the 'copperplate map' 
with great care. The map covers the area Shoreditch(N) -
Tower of London(E) - Southwark(S) - Westminster Pal
ace(W). Characteristically, it has four large figures in 
contemporary costume in the foreground and the coats-of
arms of the Tudors and the City of London. The plan 
appeared first in the C ivitat£!S in a rare first state without the 
Royal Exchange (built 1566-70) which was carefully in
seited on the plate to create the more common later state 
which was issued ti·om 1575?7 The Braun & Hogenberg 
pmtrayal is particularly interesting in showing the city's 
playground in rural Southwark, to the south of the River 
Thames, with its bear-baiting pits, gardens and tavems. 

The first state of Braun & Hogenberg's London pro-
'd d h ' . . ~R d l . h VI· e t e source for two certam copies· m a e ater m t e 

century. Francois de Belle Forest's La Cosmographie Uni
verse/le de Tout le Monde, his French version of Munster's 
Cosmographie published in Paris in 1575, included a fair 
woodcut copy at a scale of6.5 inches to the mile, measuring 
305 x 486 mm. and covering Clerkenwell - Wapping -
Southwark - Westminster Abbey. A cruder woodcut ver
sion at a scale of 5 inches to the mile, measuring 219 x 356 
mm. and covering the same area as Belle Forest, appeared 
in the 1598 and 1628 editions of Sebastian Munster's Cos
mographia oder Be.vc:hrcibung de gantzen Wc/tt. 

A map of London ~rinted c.l633 is known ti·om three 
surviving impressions: 9 However, it is clear that this 
so-called 'Agas' map40 was derived from the 'copperplate 
map' and was originally printed in a full Elizabethan ver
sion with the Tudor coat-of-arms. 'Civitas Londinum' 
covers the city from Finsbury Field - Aldgate - Bankside
St. .Tames's Park at a scale of about 28 inches to the mile. 
Although the main pm1 of the city maintains a reasonably 
constant scale, unlike the 'copperplate map' the 'Agas' map 
is not a perspective map but deliberately a panoramic map 
with noticeable distortions in the northem and western 
areas. The map gradually merges into a profile of the 
Hampstead and Highgate hills in the north, introducing a 
horizon presumably in the hope of creating greater visual 
interest, perhaps aiming at a less sophisticated market than 
that served by the 'copperplate map'. Some bird 's-eye view 
portrayals of buildings have a reference letter c>r number 
which suggests that the map was originally accompanied 
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by a reference table which probably bordered it. The 
'Agas' map clearly records exactly the same London land
scape of the later 1550s as the two surviving plates of the 
'copperplate map'. However, although it is at almo:;,t the 
same scale as its 'copperplate' source, it is crudely executed 
and cannot be taken as an exact reproduction. In the pla
giarism, two changes could not be ignored. Hence, in the 
'A gas' map, St. Paul's lacks its spire (destroyed by light
ning in 1561 and shown by Braun & Hogenberg) and the 
Royal Exchange has been inserted by crudely altering the 
woodblock. Thus, the woodcut seems to have been made 
originally between 1561 and 1570.41 By the later known 
state of c.1633 (and seemingly by 1618 at least), a wood
block with .Tames I's Stuart coat-of-arms had been inserted, 
although the Royal barge on the Thames still tlew the Tudor 
tlag. The 'Agas' map was printed on eight sheets. Since 
the sheets do not fit well together due to damage to both 
blocks and the resulting sheets, it was probably slightly 
larger than its 724 x 1841 mm., probably 1905 mm. wide. 
Possibly, this 'Agas' map was the 'Carde of London' en
tered in the Stationers' Registers by 'Gyles Godhed', a 
printer and print seller in 1562-3.42 

ll d " ' . 43 'c. . The so-ea e · ' ve1tue panoramic map ·, IVItas 
Londinum Ano Dni circiter44 MDLX', engraved on pewter 
on eight sheets, was derived from the 'Agas' woodcut. 
Thus, versions of the pewter engraving retlect the versions 
of the 'Agas' map from which they were derived. The 
history of the 'Agas' map before c.1633 when the only 
surviving impressions date from is impossible to recon
struct on the basis of evidence currently available. It is 
extremely confused with, for example, reports of the im
pression dated 1618 with the arms of .Tames I and an 
impression of 1603 (but dated 1628)with these arms (1603, 
when .Tames I came to the throne, would be the logical date 
for the substitution of the Stuart for the Tudor arms). It 
seems that the ·A gas' woodcut was up-dated and printed on 
at least several occasions between 1561-70 and c.l633. All 
that can be said with certainty is that by,c.1633 the mms of 
.Tames I had been inse11ed into the blt)~k. The pewter 
engraving is slightly smaller than the. ·'gas' ~oodcut, 
measming 686 x 1861 mm. On the evidel\ce. of the cos
tume, it was produced at the end of the sevent~enth century 
or the very beginning of the eighteenth. Since\~he original 
pewter engraving still has the Tudor arms but do~ not show 
the Royal Exchange, it was clearly based on a state of the 
'Agas' map before the alteration adding the Rt~al Ex
change had been made, presumably c.l570, i.e. on. a very 
early state ofthe woodcut. Although the pewter engraving 
is presently the only guide available to pre-c.l633 states of 
the woodcut, it is not a ped'ect guide since it is clear that 
much of the copying from the woodcut was careless and 
that information was incorporated ti·om other sources, pos
sibly contempormy engravings, Braun & Hogenberg's map 
and personal knowledge. Nevertheless, it is the only avail
able guide to the early state of the 'Agas' map, and, hence, 
to the 'copperplate map' at a much larger scale than the 
Braun & Hogenberg version. The pewter engraving sur
vives in three states: without signature; with Vertue 's 
signature dated 1737 imd other very minor changes; and a 
post-1737 version with alterations made ti·om an impres-
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Fig 2. London, by Braun & Hogenberg, 1572 
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sion of the 'Agas' map apparently dated 1618 bearing the 
arms of .Tames I. 45 Thus, the first and second states of the 
pewter engraving roughly correspond to a very early state 
of the 'A gas' map, probably the first state, and the third state 
corresponds with a later pre-c.l633 (1618?) version, al
though still not incorporating the Royal Exchange. 46 

Fortunately, the discussion of the other British town 
maps printed before 1612 is much simpler than those al
ready considered because, as yet, there is no suspicion of 
states other than those extant and, therefore, no need to seek 
indicators of non-surviving versions. Towards the end of 
the century, a new, rather less ambitious, survey of the 
capital was undertaken 'By the Travaile and View of John 
Norden'. His abortive scheme to publish the Sp£'Culum 
Brilanniac, a series of county choregraphies with new 
improved maps of counties and towns, resulted only in the 
publication of the volumes for Middlesex and Hertfordshire 
in his lifetime, both at his own expense. Speculum Britan
niac. The .fir.vt parte. An historical/, & chorographica/1 
discription of Middlesex, published in 1593, contained 
separate small perspective maps ofLondon47, engraved by 
Pieter van den Keere, and Westminster4R, presumably by 
Keere, notable for their accuracy and detail. Norden 
adopted the two separate maps to portray the area rather 
than the usual one, presumably to avoid the distortion which 
generally resulted when the large bend of the Thames 
between the Strand and Whitehall was compressed onto a 
single small sheet. In order to overcome the overcrowding 
of detail in London, Norden identified buildings and streets 
by both letters and numbers in a reference key, lettered A-Z 
and numbered 1-22 below the map. Westminster has both 
reference letters and numbers which refer to a list of 'Places 
distinguished in the Map of Westminster by these letters and 
figures following' given in the text, lettered A-Y and nu m
bered 2-13. London covers the area Islington - East 
Smithfield - Southwark - Gray's Inn, and Westminster St. 
.Tames's Park - Temple Stairs - Lambeth Marshes -Mill
bank. London is signed 'loannes Norden Anglus', probably 
to emphasise that unusually the map was by an Englishman 
rather than the more common Dutch map-makers. London 
measures 152 x 202 mm. without the side panels and is ut 
a scale of four inches to the mile, according to its scale bar 
of paces; Westminster measures 155 x 249 mm., has the 
compass rose and is presumable at the same scale. London 
has both the Tudor and the City arms plus the mms of the 
12 principal City companies down the map sides in order 
of precedence, stm1ing with the 'Mercers' at top left and 
ending with the 'Clothworkers' at bottom right. The side 
panels increase the width to 241 mm. Westminster has only 
the Royal arms and the typical ti·ame resembling carved 
wood. The London map is of particular interest in portray
ing Shakespearean London 49, especially Bankside, south of 
the Thames, where 'The play house' is identified, refetTing 
to the Rose theatre built in 1587. In contrast to the devel
opment south of the river on the London map, Westminster 
shows only fields, woods and the 'Lambeth marshe' with 
just five small buildings and 'Lambeth howse' in the un
populated area to the south of what is clearly indicated to 
be the main means of access to the most impm1ant and 
intluentia1 buildings of the state. 
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The Middlesex volume of the Speculum Britanniae 
was again published by Daniel Browne in 1723 with the 
maps newly engraved by John Senex. London now meas
ures 238 x 179 mm. and Westminster 245 x 157 mm. 
'Anglus' and the date have been omitted from Norden's 
imprint on London so that is now reads 'Iohannes Norden 
descripsit anno ·. Although the maps are very close copies 
of the originals, they are engraved in a heavier style with 
roof shading and other stylistic ditierences. Some of the 
labelling has been modemised, e.g. 'house' for 'howse', 
'staici' for 'stayres', and ·marsh' for 'marshe'. 

The London map was reissued in 1623 with a second 
title added below the table of reference: ·A guide for 
Cuntrey men. In the famous Cittey of LONDON, by the 
helpe of wich plot they shall be able to know how farr it is 
to any street. As allso to go unto the same, without torder 
troble. Anno 1623 •. An additional numbered list (23-95) 
of locations and an explanation of three signs identifYing 
streets was added below from a separate plate. The map 
was further amended in 1653, with a re-dated second title, 
when Keere 's engraver's signature was erased and replaced 
by Peter Stenfs imprint 'at ye White horse in Gilt spur 
streete neare Newgate ·.50 Westminster was apparently not 
re-issued in this fmmut. 

Simplified versions with a few minor changes, en
graved in a later style were produced in an unusual format 
c.l600 accompanying a large panorama of the capital from 
the south entitled 'Civitas Londini. This description of the 
moste Famous Citty LONDON Was perfmmed in The 
yeare of Christe 1600 ... By the industry of Jhon Norden ... ·. 
In the lower right comer of the panorama is the plan of 
London in an i!Tegularframe measuring approximately 156 
x 208 mm. at maximum. The frame has strapwork decora
tion. London is without the coats of arms and the scale bur, 
but the reference numbers have been increased to 33. Some 
of the labelling has been omitted, spelling has been mod
emised, Leicester House has become Essex House, and the 
map does not extend us far north as the original. There are 
other minor ditl'erences in style and detail. At left centre 
the panorama appears to have been cut and peeled lack to 
reveal the map of Westminster without the coat of arms, 
compass and reference letters and numbers. The dimen
sions are, thus, very variable, measuring about 207 by 140 
mm. at maximum .. The map has been much simplified with 
many buildings omitted. An altemutive view of buildings 
shown in bird's-eye perspective on the maps is shown by 
the panorama at the top of the sheet. Only one copy of this 
curiosity is known 51, dated at c.l630. 52 The work consists 
offour sheets which ditJer in ~1yle and apparently in date. 
The plate ofthe central sheet has been reworked extensively 
before this impression was taken, indicating that it is a late 
impression and that it must have been reproduced in num
bers. Across the full width below the panorama is an 
engraving of an official procession of pairs of horsemen 
preceded by musicians and mace and sword bearers. This 
may be a version of the 'view of London in eight sheets, 
ha~ing at bottom a representation ofthe lord mayor's show, 
all on horseback' by John Norden which has been de
scribed. 53 Significa;1tly, although there is little up-dating 
London now locates three theatres south of the river: 'The 
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Fig 3. Westminster, by John Norllen, 1593 

By permission ~f The Briti.vh Library 
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play house' (the Rose theatre) has been erroneously re
named 'The Stare', and the Swan, built in 1595 and the 
original Globe of the Burbage brothers, built in IS99 have 
been add_ed. This is the only contemporary map to id~ntity 
the locatiOn of these Shakespearean theatres. 

Chichester 

N?rde~ was also responsible for producing the first 
~up ~)f Chichester. This perspective map appeared as an 
mset m the bottom right corner of his county map of Sussex, 
~ngraved by Christopher Schwytzer, which was r.robably 
Issu~d from _1595 as loose sheets sold separately. 54 Only 
one ImpressiOn of this county map is known. 55 'Chiches
ter' is portrayed on an irregular paper sheet with curled end 
measuring approximately lOO x 140 mm. The scale is 7.7 
inches to the mile north to south, and 9.5 inches to the mile 
east to west, although the map has no scale bar. 56 The area 
w_ith,in the ~ircular walls is portrayed with buil~ings in 
birds-eye VIew on an attempted true ground plan.- 7 Some 
buildings and streets are lettered to refer to a two-columned 
reference key of 19 locations in a panel to the left of the 
plan. Some detail is shown outside the walls, especially 
outside the East, West and South gates: the map shows no 
development beyond the North gate. The representation of 
the city arms is incoiTect. It must have been Norden 's 
device of incorporating the town map as an inset on a county 
map that inspired Speed to add such town pm1rayals so 
extensively to his series of county maps although when 
Speed copied Norden 's Chichester he omitted the rather 
strange figures in the streets. 

Durham 
Christopher Schwytzer also produced his own pano

ramic town map of Durham in 1595.58 'Dunelmu. 
Duresme' is dedicated to Matthew Patteson59 and measures 
230 x 233 mm. without the side panels and 331 x 233 mm. 
with. The side panels enclose the title: the bishop's anns: 
the seals of the county, the cathedral and the city: Latin 
notes: the dedication: and the engraver's signature. It is an 
engraved bird's-eye view from the south with buildings 
shown in perspective but not very accurately. Six churches 
are named but other labelling is minimal. Although the map 
concentrates on the cathedral, castle and old city confined 
within the great loop of the River Wear, it shows consider
able ribbon development along the roads fanning out from 
the three city gates and their two bridges. 

Norwich 
At about the same time as the 'copperplate map' was 

produced, William Cuningham, the well known physician, 
astrologer and author, published a woodcut bird 's-tlight 
view of Norwich in Th<' Cosmographic:al Glass£' in 1559. 
'Nordovicum, Angliae Civitas Anno 1558 I.B.F.' is, thus, 
the earliest printed map of a British town of certain date. 
Th<' C osmographic:al Glassc was one of the first books on 
practical map-making published in England, 'conteinying 
the pleasant principles of cosmographie, geographie, hy
drographie, or navigation'. The work contained many 
woodcuts including some which were 'the work of his own 
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h d , 60 I . k . , an · . t Is not ·nown If he was responsible directly for 
the map or other woodcuts illustrating the practicalities of 
~ap construction. The perspective map of the city viewed 
from the west measures 403 x 298 mm. Among the clouds 
above the view are the royal and city arms, supported by 
cherubs, and the figure of Mercury, with the title on a 
ribbon. In the foreground, the 'Doctor ofPhysicke' himself 
records the city with his instruments and assistant. Other 
sm~ll figures work in open areas surrounding the city. 
Reference letters on the map relate to a 37 item 'Declaration 
of the Principal places in the Citie, after th' order of th' 
Alphabete' printed verso. The bird 's-tlight view shows the 
walled city, the most densely populated provincial one in 
the country, crowded with substantial two-story buildings 
of ~he normal late medieval and sixteenth-century types 
which must have recently replaced older-style, t1im:-;y, sin
gle-storey constructions.61 However, this impression is 
misleading since no dwellings of the less aftluent are 
h 62 "'. ·1 1 h s own. ·~Imi ar y, t e map probably exaggerates the 

amount of open spaces. However, the remarkable well-pre
served fm1ifications are clearly portrayed and the main 
street pattern is clear. 63 Outside the walls, 'The place where 
men are customablie bumf is identified, refeiTing to the 
severe persecution of Protestent heretics in Norwich be
tween 1554 and 1559. Suburbs beyond the walls show little 
development, except the ·suburbs called Pokthorpe', some 
building just beyond other gates and some further tiny 
settlements. This lack of development beyond the walls is 
probably accounted for by the untypical and exceptional 
extent of the area within the city walls. Although the map 
survives in numbers, it is still rare. 

Cambridge 
The bird's-tlight view of Cambiidge, 'Oppidum Can

tebrigiae ... ',by an unknown map-maker but engraved by 
Richard Lyne in 1574, is the earliest extant engraved map 
of a British town.64 It is usually found bound in the second 
edition of Historia C ant<'hrigh•nsi.Y Ac:adcmia£' by John 
Caius which was produced to fuel the ongoing controversy 
as to whether Cambridge or Oxford was the older univer
sity. The book was requested by Matthew Parker, 
Archbishop of Canterbmy and ex-Cambridge scholar, who 
employed Lyne as an engraver. More likely, the map was 
produced to illustrate the University's proposals to improve 
the town's sanitation by draining and cleaning the King's 
Ditch which was nothing but an open sewer suiTounding the 
town and was suspected as the cause of the previous year's 
plague epidemic. Thus, the town could be supplied with 
ti·esh running water and would become 'more elegant'. The 
migins of the ditch, the proposal and the histmy of the 
University and the town are described in a panel on the map. 
Lyne's perspective map of Cambridge, viewed from the 
south, measures 426 x 297 mm. and is decorated with the 
Royal arms and the arms of Parker, the University and the 
town. In the lower right corner another panel encloses lists 
of hostels for students in Arts and Law. The scale is 
approximately 10 inches to the mile. Buildings are por
trayed in perspective view, concentrating particularly on the 
colleges and religious foundations established by this date. 
Unfortunately, the colleges and churches were drawn to a 
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Fig 4. Nonvich, by William Cuningham, 1558 
By permis.vion l!f The British Library 
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larger scale than that of the town generally and the buildings 
are closer together than they were in reality, creating a 
misleading impression of the topography of the town. Con
versely, because suburbs are portrayed at a smaller scale, 
they appear to be disproportionately small. The portrayal 
of roads, buildings and other features is also frequently 
inaccurate, as in the case of the appearance and location of 
King's College quadrangle, chapel and nearby bridge; Jesus 
College: St. Edward's Lane; and the junction of Sheerers 
Lane and Shoemakers Lane. Nevertheless, this pen;pective 
map is extremely valuable in proving the existence of a 
number of buildings; in illustrating the ancient Market 
Cross before the alterations of 1587; in establishing the 
relationship between buildings; and in providing the con
temporary names of many locations with great care and 
accuracy. Most unusually, when Lyne 's map was copied by 
Braun & Hogenberg, the viewpoint wa::.- changed from 
south of the town to the west with the perspective of the 
buildings altered appropliately. 

Cambridge was again mapped in 1592 in what is 
known as Hamond's map65 after John Hamond of Clare 
Hall whose name appears in the title and who signed the 
inscription to the 'impartial spectator' but who nothing is 
known of. 66 Only one complete impression of the nine
sheet map, very badly damaged, is known.67 Fmtunately, 
the most seriously damaged and important central sheet is 
also known from another impression of that sheet alone. 68 

'Cantabrigia Habes in hac charter (Spectator candide) nova 
Cantebrigiae descriptione .. .' was engraved on copper by 
Augustine Ryther and Peter Muser at a scale of about 43 
inches to the mile. 69 It measures 870 x 1190 mm. Build
ings are shown in perspective bird's-eye view on the true 
ground plan, viewed from the south. The perspective map's 
claim to 'far greater accuracy than heretofore' is justitied 
by the correct proportions achieved between town and 
suburbs and by the careful representation of the building::.
in true relation to each other. In fact, the map's accuracy is 
extraordinary for the age; the measurement of 'Kynges 
college chapell' on the map, for instance, being about 
10.4% too wide and only 4.8% too long. Similarly, the map 
corresponds exactly to a surviving row of identifiable 
houses where a wall was shown by Lyne, thus allowing their 
construction to be dated between 1574 and 1592, between 
the production of the two maps. The map bears the royal 
anns and the arms of East Anglia, the town, and Robert 
Hare, the antiquary, who may have approved and financed 
the map. The anns of 'the Colleges, Houses, or Halls of 
Scholars' fonn a border to Sheet 1 which lists them. Panels 
enclose descriptions of the castle, histolies of the town and 
the university, and the inscription. Despite the occasional 
error in labelling and representation, the Hamond map 
offers an exceptional portrayal of the town's buildings, 
particularly useful for those long since demolished. Thus, 
not only are the colleges, churches and other important 
institutional buildings revealed, but also the structure and 
arrangement of ordinary domestic houses of all sizes laid 
out around their quadrangles. 'Clare Hall', for example, is 
shown before it was demolished and before the site of the 
quadrangle was moved when the College was reconstructed 
between 1638 and 1715. Likewise, the map portrays a 
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'Trinity Hall' very ditTerent in layout from the conventional 
representation shown by Ly.ne; Trinity College is shown in 
a transitional state of development, including the new build
ing carried out between 1554 and 1584 but showing an 
incomplete Great Court and, of course, none of the other 
changes made after 1592; and the gate tower of Michael
house, shown by Lyne, has di::.-appeared to be replaced by a 
simple door in the position of the old gate. The Hamond 
plan otiers a remarkable portrayal of the town at the end of 
the sixteenth century. 

Oxford 
Ralph Agas certainly produced a perl>'Pective map of 

Oxford. The date 1578 appears in the map's title, 1588 on 
Augustine Ryther's dratlsman's attribution panel70, and 
1587-8 is inferred in the verses over the scale. 'Celeberri
mae Oxoniensis Academiae Aularum Et Collegiorum 
Aedificiis Totius Europae Magniticentissimis .. .' was en
graved on eight sheets at a scale of 39.4 inches to the mile. 71 

Agas, in all his work, was particularly concerned with the 
accurate and ::.-killed treatment of scale and measurement 72 

and claimed elsewhere to be the improver of the two-pole 
steel chain. The mup's scale-bar of 40 perches, 132 paces 
and 220 ells, attended by Mercury with dividers, is 125 mm. 
long73 and is carefully divided, suggesting accuracy. How
ever, del>'Pite this elaborate scale, Agas's meas%em~nts 
vary from about 12%• too short to 17% too great. Smce 
the scale-bar can be presumed accurate, the error mul.t have 
arisen from Agas's use of a rod or chain that was too long 
or simply from careles::.- measurement. The former is un
likely, so it appears that the map was only roughly 
mea::.-ured?5 However, this does not significantly detract 
from the value or achievement of this tine bird 's-tlight view 
which is known from only one extant impression, some
what damaged?6 This map measures approximately 850 x 
1200 mm. and has 18 coats of arms, one blank, of the 
colleges, etc. Buildings in bird's-eye perl>'Pective from the 
north are portrayed in impressive detail on the true ground 
plan, clearly distinguishing between the older style and the 
newer Tudor rebuilding. Particularly important is the ear
liest known representation of Oxford Castle, establishing 
an extent which has been contirmed only by excavation and 
which cannot be detennined th)m later maps due to the 
reduction in its size. The ten-sided keep on the mound is 

. I t' 77 H A ·'s almost certam y a true representa mn. owever, gas . 
drawing of buildings. is sometimes careless and sometimes 
incorrect, and other have been missed. Agas's map is 
particularly impt)ltant for its portrayal of the sparse devel
opment ofthe city's suburbs and is the sole authority for the 
site ofthe gallows belonging to Merton College's Holywell 
manor. The representation of the l>'UITOunding meadows is 
the only evidence for their appearance before the Civil War 
when they were extensively altered. 

As noted, the Hamond map of Cambridge was publish
ed in 1592. It has been suggested that the appearance of 
Hamond's map ju'>'t four years after Agas's of Oxford rep
resents a response in the dispute over the relative antiquity 
of the two universities?! Since the execution and colouring 
of the two maps are notably similar, a relationship between 
the two has been postulated. The legend on Hamond 's map 
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suggests that he may have been the patron ofthe map rather 
than its maker and there is, thus, a possibility that it could 
have been produced by Agas himself or a pupil.79 How
ever, since Augustine Ryther seems to have been involved 
in the production ofboth maps, it is understandable that they 
are similar in style at least. Agas's representation was 
reproduced in 1728, engraved by Robert Whittlesey with 
Bereblock's architectural views around the edge. This re
production is important in filling in the gaps caused by the 
damage to the only example of the original. 

Edinbu .. gh 
The only non-English town to be mapped in print 

before 1612 was Edinburgh. This untitled bird's-eye view 
of the city from the south, measuring 272 x 387/391 mm80, 

was published in the first edition of Raphael Holinshed's 
Chronicles in 1577 to illustrate the siege of Edinburgh 
Castle in 1573 when it was held by Sir William Kirkaldy of 
Grange for Mary Queen of Scots against the English troops 
of Sir William Drury. The attacking forces are shown firing 
artillery at the castle from six positions. Also shown are the 
encampment of the attackers and troops on the move. Gun 
positions are shown in the castle and other gun emplace
ments and defences are located in the north-east of this 
panoramic map. The built-up area of 'Edinburg', centred 
on St. Giles's church, appears to the south-east of the 
military action with a few troops on its streets. To the north 
is the small port of 'Leeth' cateiing for the galleons which 
sail the Firth of Forth. On the back of the woodcut are the 
'names of such Gentlemen and Captaines as had charge at 
the siege and wynning of Edinburgh Cast ell, anno 1573 '. 
It is possible that the map was derived from a manuscript 
'platte' prepared by Rowland .Tohnson for Drury.81 

Exete .. 
John Hooker, the chamberlain to the city of Exeter and 

a noted hist01ian and antiquary who revised and edited the 
second edition of Holinshed's Chronich~s in addition to 
publishing numerous works relating to his native Exeter, 
mapped the town in 1587. It seems that his p011rayal of the 
town from the west was an expression of civic pride and the 
town's new found contidence, and of his feeling for his 
home town. 'Isca Damnoniorum: britanice Kaierpenhuel
gorte: Saxonice Monketon: Latine Exonia .. .' measures 
505 ~2350 mm. and was engraved by Remigius Hogen
berg. The map bears the royal arms and the arms of the 
city and of Hooker. An inscription at bottom left translates 
as 'By the labour and expenses of John Hooker Gent. and 
the City Magistrate, Remigius Hogenberg engraved this 
map A.D. 1587'83, perhaps implying some element of 
official funding. Buildings are shown in perspective and 
the principal streets, churches and buildings are named. 
This bird's-eye view reveals the compact nature of the 
Tudor city as well as its close connections with the sur
rounding countryside. The lay-out and rectilinear pattern 
of Ex~ter's streets stands out, but the map apparently fails 
to ~nng ~mt the essentially medieval street pattern by 
strmg!J.temng the streets to eliminate their irregular building 
lines.84 The River Exe is identified as an important source 
of livelihood by the depiction of tishennen with their nets, 
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fulling and grist mills, and the lighter quay with its crane. 
Hooker's map is known in three statei representing ex
traordinary changes to the copperplates. 5 In the first state, 
the map has a blank scale and dividers in the bottom right 
corner. However, Hooker must have realised that a scale 
was inappropriate since his bird 's-eye view did not have a 
constant scale, the perspective representation probably be
ing intentionally chosen to be picturesque. Other very 
minor alterations were made at this time. In the second 
state, the scale and dividers have been erased but ghosts of 
the dividers are still visible. The third state must be the 
result of untutored alterations to the plates, made probably 
after Hooker's death in 1601. The blank space left by the 
removal of the scale is filled with an incorrectly oriented 
compass which has the north point indicating east. Altera
tions also misplace St. Leonard 's church. A fascinating 
variant of this Hooker map has recently come to light in the 
form of a huge screen, apparently one of only three screens 
known to portray maps and the only one featuring a single 
. . . h 86 city map as Its m am t erne. Although the angle of view 

is higher, the screen version closely resembles the tirst state 
of Hooker's map. However, it is much larger and shows 
considerably more detail, notably architectural detail. 
Thus, the screen version is seemingly not a simple enlarge
ment of the printed map but is possibly derived from a much 
larger prototype of Hooker's map produced presumably at 
about the same time as the piinted map. Evidence of the 
date of the screen is confusing, but is seems most likely that 
it was produced as a gift for Sir William Cecil, Lord 
Burghley, who was Secretary of State from 1550 to 1572 
and Lord Treasurer from 1572 until his death in 1598.87 

Bath 
Remarkably, what may be88 a suspected89 pre-Speed 

map of Bath has come to light.90 There are sufficient 
similarities between this so-called 'Savile' map and 
Speed's pm1rayal of the city to suggest some sort of close 
relationship. 'The Citie of Bathe' has no scale and is 
therefore, presumably a panoramic map although ther~ 
appears to be little distortion. 'The lion of Scotland in the 
royal arms dates the engraving to after the accession of 
.Tames I in March 1603, but the survey appears to have been 
done in the last years of Elizabeth's reign. Savile shows the 
drinking water pump erected in the King's Bath in 1599 and 
indeed mentions it in his text, but the house immediately 
north of the Cross Bath seems to be shown before its 
rebuilding in 1602. The trees are in full foliage, so it is 
possible t~at the survey was made in the summer of 16CXl 
or 1601 '. The engraved map measures 430 x 575 mm. 92 

including tlanking panels which contain the royal arms, the 
coats-of-mms of Bath and the See of Bath and Wells, an 
extensive note 'To The Reader' on the history and nature 
of B nth, and plans of the baths. Lack of room in the panels 
forced the diagram of 'The Crosse Bath' into the lower right 
corner of the map. Buildings appear in bird 's-eye perspec
tive revealing much architectural detail, sometimes 
illustrating features known only from documentary evi
dence and omitted by Speed. The property boundaries and 
street alignments conform to the first reasonably accurate 
survey of Bath, an estate map made for the Duke of King-
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Fig 5. Exeter, by John Hooker, 1587 
By pcrmis.vicm c!fThc Briti.vh Library 
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Fig 6. The Savile map of Bath, c.l603? 
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ston in 1725 by Reynolds. Place-names are identified on 
Savile's map and even garden layout delineated. The map 
bears the draftsman 's signature 'Henry Savile desc '. 93 If 
the Savile map or an ancestor is a genuine product of the 
early seventeenth century or earlier, it may be the source for 
S. d' . h I . I d. 94 pee · s mset, per aps so vmg a ong-stan mg mystery. 
Speed never claimed that his representation of Bath was 
original since he did not include his scale. Hence, he may 
have taken his topographical detail from Savile - with the 
usual reductions, simplifications, omissions and errors - as 
well as the diagrams of the baths.95 

B .. aun & Hogenber·g 
The inclusion of a number of British town maps in the 

various volumes of Braun & Hogenberg's Civitat<·.~ Orbi.v 
Tarm·m11 96 between 1572 and c.l588, although important 
in bringing together the tirst representation of a group of 
British towns, was, nevertheless, entirely derivative. Lon
don (1572) was derived from the 'copperplate map' 
(c.l553-59), Cambridge (c.l575)from Lyne (1574), Bristol 

Fig 7. Edinburgh, by Braun & Hogenberg, 1581 
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(1581) from Smith (1568), Chester (1581) possibly from 
Smith(?), Edinburgh (1581) from Holinshed's Chronicles 
(1577), Norwich (1581) from Cuningham ~1558), and Can
terbury (c.l588) from Smith (1568).9 Maps which 
appeared in the 'Supplementary' sixth volume in 1618 were 
derived from Speed's insets of 1612 with the exception of 
Exeter which was taken from Hooker (1587). Braun & 
Hogenberg's panoramic and perspective maps were des
tined to be copied many times over in the following years. 
Before 1612, the seven pre-1589 maps were crudely copied 
by Francesco Valegio (Valeso) in 1595 for the Racco/ta di 
le Piulllustri et Famo.~e Citta di Tutto il Mondo. 

Unknown su .. veys 
The detailing of surveys reputedly made but with no 

example known will always prove troublesome and incon
clusive until further evidence comes to light. 98 As has been 
seen, until recently a pre-Speed map of Bath was only 
suspected in the literature and the Savile map had avoided 
being recorded. The only survey currently suspected that 
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Manuscript Original Survey Surviving Known lm- Vari- Known Maps derived Surviving States Known Maps copied from Copied by Speed 

r.r.. Source States presslons ants lmpres- from original sur- lmpres- derived maps be-

c (<5) sions vey before 1612 sions (<5) fore 1612 
() (<5) 
to c 

London: 'copperplate r' 2 plates only - - - Braun & Hogen- 1. 1572 Belle Forest 1575 
r' map' 1553-59 berg 1572 2. 1574 Valegio (?) 1595 
tr1 
>-:l 3. c.1660 Munster 1598 
...... z 4. 1708 

< 'Agas' 1561-70 c. 1633 3 
2. ~Ea\% states represented 
N 
-...) y ertue' pewter engrav-

z ing c.1700, 1737 and 
0 post-1737] 
N 

Norwich: Cuningham Braun & Hogen- Valegio 1595 Copied from Smnh's 

1558 berg 1581 copy of Cuningham 
c.1588 

Cambridge: Lyne 1574 Braun & Hogen- Valegio 1595 
berg c.1575 

Edinburgh: Braun & Hogen- Valegio 1595 
Holinshed 1577 berg 1581 
Oxford: Agas 1578 1 1728 Yes 

smnh 1568 Bristol: Braun & Valegio 1595 Copied from Smnh 
Hogenberg 1581 1568 

smnh (?) Chester: Braun & Valegio 1595 
Hogenberg c.1588 

Exeter: Hooker 1587 1. 1587? 1 Screen 1 Yes 
2. 1587 1 c.1587-
3.post-1601? 1 c.1598? 

smnh 1568 Canterbury: Valegio 1595 
Braun & Hogen-
berg c.1588 

Cambridge: 1 Full Yes 

Hamond 1592 1 Central 
sheet only 

London: Norden 1593 1. 1593 1600 • Yes 
2. 1623 1723 
3. 1653 

Westminster: 1600 • Yes 

Norden 1593 1723 
Chichester: • Yes 

Norden 1595 
·Durham: Yes 

Schwytzer 1595 
Bath: Savile, 1603? • Yes 

I 
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might possibly have been made and printed and have served 
as a source for Speed's inset was of Newcastle. Speed's 
map of Newcastle is, confusingly, 'Described by William 
M a thew' despite being claimed as from Speed's own survey 
by the incorporation of his scale. Nothing more is known. 

Conclusions 
Thus, before the appearance of Speed's series of insets 

in 1612, original surveys were made of London (2), Cam
bridge (2), Norwich, Edinburgh, Oxford, Exeter, 
Westminster, Chichester, Durham and possibly Bath. Only 
London and Cambridge were covered more than once, 
allowing comparison of town development at different 
dates. Printed impressions of many of these town surveys 
survive in tragically small numbers, often with only a single 
example of a particular state known. This comes as no 
surprise. While maps issued or hound in with hooks survive 
in some numbers, large multi-sheet maps usually barely 
survive at all, not least because they were commonly hung 
on walls where they were subject to the worst possible 
combination of damaging agents. The appalling survival 
rate of such large maps raises the very real possibility that 
other surveys were conducted, both of towns known to have 
been mapped in the sixteenth century anti others. It is 
perfectly possible that previously unrecorded sixteenth
centmy town maps may still emerge in the literature, as in 
the case of the maps of Bath and Exeter. Given that new 
examples of pre-Speed town maps have been repm1ed over 
the years, this and future listings must he taken as interim 
and probably incomplete. 

Since town maps were prepared for printing in the 
sixteenth centmy, it is clear that they were to he produced 
in numbers to meet a newly expanding market created by 
increasing interest in the appearance and histmy of British 
towns, by growing civic pride, and by the demands of urban 
development and improvement. But these new town por
trayals were not merely to he pretty pictures. They were to 
have utility, as Agas made clear: 'The surveyor should so 
lay out the streets, waies and allies, as may serve for a just 
measure for paving thereof, distance between place and 
place, and such other things of use'. 99 

The printed town maps of this period must he divided 
into primary and secondary surveys, with the latter often 
being derived from the former. Clearly, it is the primary 
surveys that are of the greatest value to the urban historian, 
although these may only be fully known by studying maps 
derived from them. Great care must he taken in analysing 
the secondary surveys for they represent landscar.es earlier 
h h · d · · · t: · ·1·· 1 100 s· · t an t e1r ate ot pnntmg, o ten s1gm 1cant y so. •. mu-

larly, town maps, like other maps, were, on occasion, 
reissued at a later date with little or, usually, no up-dating 
of content. Sixteenth-century town maps were revised only 
when there was no alternative, as in the addition of the 
Royal Exchange to London maps because they would have 
been unsaleable without it. 

Primary town surveys must also he divided into those 
which delineate the townscape on a tme ground plan, nota
bly the perspective maps of Agas, Cuningham, Hamond, 
Lyne, Norden and the ·copperplate map', and those which 
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represent the town in 'hird's-eye view', thus introducing 
distortions and ditierences in scale, as in the panoramic 
maps ofHolinshed, Hooker Schwytzer and possibly Savile. 
Clearly, perspective town maps on a true ground plan are of 
the greatest value. However, whether perspective or pano
ramic, these early town maps provide crucial information 
about the main street pattern of sixteenth-century British 
towns and the extent and location of their suburban devel
opment which is not so readily, succinctly and, perhaps, 
accurately available in other forms. 

Despite many examples of inaccurate drawing and 
conventionalizing, the hird's-eye perspective views of 
buildings and other landmarks which universally emerge 
from the street pattern are of great value, frequently illumi
nating changing buildings styles and offering surprising 
detail of individual buildings. This is of the greatest value 
for buildings since demolished, particularly medieval 
churches and fortifications which survived from the thir
teenth century and earlier hut which were destined to 
disappear shortly. Inevitably, map-makers emphasised for
tifications and the grandest, most obvious institutional 
buildings, sometimes at the expense of open space within 
the town. Thus, most maps do not significantly ditierenti
ate among lesser buildings and any attempt to assess total 
numbers of houses would he unreliable. However, much 
can he leamed of the local economy from the activities 
pm1rayed and the map may well otier the only visual 
representation of features described elsewhere. 

Of course, cartographic evidence, like all historical 
evidence, must he treated critically and studied in conjunc
tion with other types of evidence. Inevitably, pre-1612 
printed British town maps are of variable quality and reli
ability, particularly in their reliability and 
comprehensiveness in recording place-names and in their 
labelling. The panoramic maps distm1ed the layout of the 
town and the buildings within it. Nevertheless, this group 
of B1itish town maps printed before 1612 represent a re
markable record of Britain's main urban centres in the 
sixteenth century. They deserve greater appreciation and 
historical use. 

Notes 
I The following definitions are here adopted to conform 
with: Wallis, H.M., & Robinson, A.H.(eds): Cartographical 
Innovations. An Intenwticmal Handbook ofJ.1apping Tem1.~ 
to 1900 ( 1987): 'profile': a two-dimeJL'Iional side view as 
seen from grmmd level~ 'panorama': a two-dimem;ional side 
view as seen from a low elevation~ 'panoramic map': a dis
torted map drawn obliquely from a single elevated 
viewpoint between 30-70° above the horizontal, incorporat
ing buildings drawn in three-dimeJL'Iional perspective, and, 
hence, having a variable scale. Such representatioJL'I are also 
tenned 'bird's-eye views'~ 'perspective map': a map show
ing features in three-dimensional perspective on a ground 
plan of coJL'Itant scale. Thus, this 'bird's-t1ight view', 'map
view' or 'plan-view' has no distortion of true ground scale. 
These tenus are \L'Ied where the map-maker's intention was 
to produce a representation of the town at constant scale. 

However, it should be understood that 'sometimes it is ditli
cult to tell whether features have been imposed on a base 
drawn to unifonn scale or whether the whole is a genuine 
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pel'l!pective drawing in near-vertical bird's-eye view' 
(Harvey, P.D.A: Map., in Tudor England (1993). 

2 For details of the publication of Speed's county maps, 
see: Skelton, RA: County Atla.~e., oftlw Briti.,h Isles 1579-
1850 (1970). 

3 For a detailed discussion of these town maps, see: 
Skelton, RA: 'Tudor town plans in John Speed's Theatre' 
(Archaeological Joumal, 106: 1952). 

For a discussion of Speed's town maps and of maps derived 
from them, see: Smith, D.: 'The enduring image of early 
British townscapes' (Cartographic .Joumal, 28; 1991 ). 

4 For general background, see: Merriman, M.: 'Italian 
military engineers in Britain in the 1540s' inS. Tyacke 
(ed.): Engli.,h Map-Making 1500-1650 (1983). 

Skelton, RA: 'The military l>'UIVeyor 's contribution to Brit
ishcartography in the sixteenth century' (/magoMundi, 24; 
1970). 

5 For a full listing, see: Robinson, AW.H.: Marine 
Cartography in Britain (1962). Appendix H.: 'The manu
script harbour plans and charts of the military engineer'. 

6 For full details, see: Stuart, E.: Lo.,t Lwuiscape., qf' 
P~vmouth. Map.v, Chum ami Plans to 1800 (1991 ). 

7 Detined as 'maps showing the old tmm with it'l 
inuuediate defen.'live works' plus 'maps covering the har
bour entrance and the environs of the old town as far away 
as Gm:port, the Dockyard, the Common and Portsea, and 
South.'len Castle, provided always that the old tovvn appears'. 

8 Hodson, D.: Maps c?f'Port.,mouth before 1801 
(Port.,mouth Record Serie.,, 4: 1978). 

9 See: Macdonald, A: 'Plans of Dover harbour in the 
sixteenth century' (Archm1ologia Cantiana, 49: 193 7). 

Minet, W.: 'Some unpublished plan.'l of Dover harbour' 
(Archaeologia, 72: 1921-2). 

10 Shelby, L.R.: .John Roger.,- Tudor Military Engineer 
(1967). 

ll Harvey, P.D.A: 'The Portsmouth map of 1545 and the 
introduction of scale-maps into England' in J. Webb, N. 
Yates & S. Peacock (eds): Hampshin.1 Studies pn.1sented to 
Dorothy Dymoml (1981 ). 

12 Gairdner, J.: 'On a contemporary drawing of the 
burning of Brighton in the time of Henry VIII' (Royal Hi.,
torical Society Tra1uacti01u, 3,1; 1907). This map is 
thought to have been drafted in 1539 to show how vulner
able Brighton had been to attack in the past. 

13 Cowan, W.: The Map.¥ qf'Edinburgh, 1544-1929 (2nd 
edn., revised with cen.'ltL'I of copies in Edinburgh libraries: 
1932). No. I. 

14 Frost, C.: Notice.~ relevallf to the ear~v history c?f't/w 
Town ami Port qf'Hu/1 (1827) con.'liders this map of King
ston-upon-Hull to have been copied fmm an earlier plan of 
c.l350. This dating is repeated in: Rawnsley, J.E.: Antique 
Map.v qf'Yorbhire ami Tlwir Makers (Published by the 
author; 1970: enlarged edn., 1971 ). Shelby, L.R.: op cit, as
sign.'! the original map to 'closer to the end of the fourteenth 
century'. De Boer, G.: 'The tvvo earliest maps ufHull' 
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(Post-Medieval Archaeology, 7; 1973) suggests that the map 
may have been drawn between c.l5~9 and c.l542. H~ey, 
P.D.A: op cit (1993) foctL'Ies the dating to 1539, cons1denng 
it most likely to be 'one of a series of plan.'l', produced for 
Henry VIII, 'drawn to show the l>tate of coastal defences 
when attack was thought imminent and probably by the 
same hand as the contemporary plat of Scarborough'. 

Also illul>trated in: Hwuberside County Leil>ure Services: 
The Development ofKing.,ton upon Hull"·' ,,hown through 
contemporary maps ami views (Local Studies Resource Pub. 
No. I.; 1981 ). 

IS Wilson, E.: 'A Leeds law suit in the 16th century' 
(Pubs. Thoresby Soc. Miscellanea: 1897-99). 

16 Gimson, B.L., & RlL'Isell, P.: Leicestershire Map.v: A 
BriefSurvey (1947). 

17 In The M a ire ofBri.vtowe i., Kalellder ( c.l479). 

18 See: Brooks, N.P., & Whittington, G.: 'Planning and 
growth in the medieval Scottish burgh: the example of St. 
Andrews' (Trails. /n.Ytih1te cif British Geographers, 2; 1977). 
See also: Smart, R.N.: 'The sixteenth century bird's-eye 
view of St. Andrews' (St Alldrew.Y Preservation Trust An
llual Report am/ Year Book; 1975). Illustrated in: Wilkes, 
M.: The Scot ami Hi., Maps (1991 ). 

19 See: Edwards, A.C., & Newton, K.C.: The Walker.v qf' 
Hanningfielcl: Sun•eyor., and A1apmakers Extraon.linary 
(1984). Also: Newton, K.C.: 'The Walkers of Essex' (Bull. 
Soc. Univ. Cartographer.Y, 4; 1969-70). Also illtL'Itrated in: 
The Art qf'tlw A.fap-Maker in Es.~ex 1566-1860 (E,,,,ex Rec. 
q{J: Pub. No. 4: 1947). 

20 IlllL'Itrated in: Beresti1rd, M. W.: History oil the Ground 
(1984). 

21 See: Evan.'l, I.M., & Lawrence, H.: Chri.,topherSaxton: 
Elizabethan Map-Mctker (1979). 

22 Illw;trated in: Berestiud, M.W.: op cit. 

23 Smith, D.: Maps and Plallsjor the Local Historian and 
Collector(1988). 

24 Eventually published with commentary in 1879. See: 
Wheatley, H.B., & Ashbee, E. W.: Tlw Particular Descrip
tion qf'Englcmd. 1588 ... Editecl.from the original M.S. in the 
Briti.,h Museum ( 1879). 

25 Fur details, see: Skeltun, R.A.: op cit (1970). 

26 Smith, D.: opcit(199l). 

27 See, for example, the reproduction.'! of Braun & Hogen
berg 's maps in: Civitates Orbi., Terra rum 1572-1618 (1965), 
introduction by RA Skeltun, and: 

Guss, J.: Brc11m & Hogenberg:, The City Map., cifEurope. A 
Selection qf'l6th Century Town Plcms & View.v (1991). 

28 Both plates are now in the MtL<~eunt of London. 

29 The scale of 3 chains to the inch is noted by: Marks, 
S.P.: The Map qf'Micl Sixteenth Cenh1ry London (London 
Topographical Society Pub. No. 100; 1964). Darlington, I. 
& Howgego, J.: The Printed Maps qf'London c./553 - 1850 
(1964: reprinted 1978 with revision.'!). No.l. Glanville, P.: 
Lomlcm in Map.¥ (1972). 
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However: Fisher, J.: Introduction to The A-Z ofE/izabethan 
L~ndon (London Topographical Soc. Pub. No.l22; 1979) 
giv.es the scale as 34 inches to the mile. This is repeated by : 
Elhot, J.: The City in Maps: Urban Mapping to 1900 (1987). 
The confusion is clarified in: Fisher, .T.: Introduction to A 
Collection of Early Maps ofLondon 1553-1667 (1981 ), in 
explaining the distortion of scale 'in the south-east corner of 
the lower sheet where the scale increases to around 34": lm 
from a norn1 of a bout 25" elsewhere'. 

30 Most references to the 'copperplate map' follow the 
assertion in Darlington, 1., & Hovvgego, .T.: op cit that 'It 
seems probable from the small area which these cover that 
there were originally 20 plates'. Thus, the 20 plate theory is 
noted in: Barker, F., & Jackson, P.: The History qfLonclon in 
Maps (1990); Glanville, P.: op cit.; andHarvey, P.D.A.: op 
cit (1993). However, Marks, S.P.: op cit, concludes that the 
map appears to have been 'cut on twelve whole plates about 
14 3/4in. x 19 3/4in. and three half plates of the same height 
fonning the western end of the map' from a comparison 
with Braun & Hogenberg 's London This interpretation is 
ti1llovved by: Fisher, J.: op cit (1979 & 1981). 

31 The extent of all the London maps here discu.~sed 
follows the definitions, fonnat and measurements given in: 
Darlington, 1., & Hovvgego, .T.: op cit. 

32 Fisher,J.: op cif ( 1979 & 1981 ). Elliot, 1.: op cif. 

33 For detailed discussions of what is portrayed on this 
and other London maps, see: 

Barker, F., & Jackson, P.: op cit. Fisher, 1.: op cit (1979). 
Glanville, P.: op cit. Holmes, M.: 'An unrecorded map of 
London' Archaeologia (1966). Martin, W.: 'The early maps 
of London' (Transactions qf'the London and Middlesex Ar
clweological Soc., New Series, 3; 1916-17; 4; 1919). 

34 Suggested by: Holmes, M.: Mom:fielcls in 1559: w1 
Engraved Copper Plate from the earliest known Map c?fLon
don (1963) and repeated by: Barker, F., & Jackson, P.: op cit. 
Darlington, 1., & Howgego, 1.: op cit. Glanville, P.: op cif. 
Hindle, B.P.: Map., for Local History (1988). 

35 See: Marks, A: 'A neglected map of London' (The 
Athenaeum, March 1906). 

36 Facsimile published by the London To1x1graphical 
Society 1882-3. 

37 See: Darlington, 1., & Howgego, J.: op cit. No.2. An 
intern1ediate state of the plate has the spelling of Westmin
ster corrected but the Royal Exchange not yet added. The 
plate was later issued, along with Braun & Hogenberg 's 
other British town maps, by .Tohannes .Tansson in Illustrorem 
PrincipumcJile Urbium Septentrionalium Europcw, c.l660, 
without the figures, with a new title, and with altered insets. 
In 1708, the title on the plate was again altered and the map 
was issued in Hatton's A New View qf'London; or. an ample 
account qf'that City. 

38 It has proved impossible to establish any link between the 
map of 'Londra' published by Valegio in 1595 and Braun & 
Hogenberg's perspeCtive map. In fact, the two are signifi
cantly different. No connection is noted in: Darlington, 1., 
& Howgego, J.: op cit. No.4. However, there seems to be 
no other possible known printed source ti1r Valegio 's clearly 
derivative representation and all the other six British town 
maps in his Rc1ccolta di le Piu lllustri et Famost! Citfa di 
Tutto il Monda were clearly derived from Braun & Hog en-
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berg. See: Smith, D.: op cit(199l). 

39 Guildhall Library; PepysianLibrary, Magdalene 
College, Cambridge; Public Record Oftice. See: Scouloudi, 
1.: 'A discovery at the Public Record Office' (Guildhall Mis
cellany, 4; 1955). Facsin1ile of the Guildhall copy published 
by Adams & Francis, 1874, and from the Guildhall and 
Pepysian copies by the London Topographical Society, 1905. 

40 The attribution to Ralph Agas, the SutJolk land swveyor 
and map-maker ( c.l540-1621 ), came about becau.o;e George 
Vertue misinterpreted some lines of doggerel on Agas's map 
of Oxford ( 1588) as suggesting that Agas had already pro
duced a map of London when, in fact, he was merely 
proposing to do so. However, the attribution has stuck at 
least in the designation of this London map. For exiended 
disctL<;sions, see: Marks, S.P.: op cit. Appendix 1., and the 
'Biographical account ofRalphAgas and a critical and his
torical examination of the work and of the several so-called 
reproductions of it by Vertue and others' by W.H. Overall, 
which accompanied the facsimile of the 'Agas' map, Civitas 
Lonclinum - Ralph Agas, published by Adams & Francis in 
1874. 

41 Barker, F., & Jackson, P.: op cit, confuse the dating of 
the original prod~tion of the 'Agas' map by noting in their 
text that it portrayed London 'as it looked between 1553 and 
1559', contending that the tovver on St. Paul's was an altera
tion to the spire originally shown In an illu.o;tration caption, 
the map is stated as showing London 'c.l535'! 

42 Payne Collier, J.(ed.): Extracts.from the Registers of 
the Stationers' Company (Shakespeare Soc.; 1848). 

43 So-called becau.~e its second and third states have the 
engraved signature 'Vertue Soc. Antiq. Lond. excudit 1737' 
added (i.e. George Vertue 1684-1756). Although Vertue 
claimed c.l737 that the original pewter engraving had been 
'lately engraved by him', this is most unlikely. See the ex
ten.~ive discu.~sion~ in: Darlington, 1., & Howgego, J.: op 
cit, Marks, S.P.: op cif, and Overall, W.H.: op cit. Without 
further evidence, it is impossible to establish the original 
authorship of the pewter engraving and, hence, its date of 
production, which can only be estimated from limited inter
nal evidence. 

44 The superscript 'circiter', i.e. 'about', may possibly be 
a later addition to the title. 

45 In making his alteration.~. Vertue would not have added 
the Royal Exchange from the later state ofthe 'Agas' map 
becmL~ his intention was that his version of the pewter en
graving should 'hand further·to posterity the ancient extent 
of this famou.~ City of London' 'to oblige the curiou.~ and an
tiquaries of this age' 'thereby to tran.~mitt a ju.~t idea of the 
fonn and greatness of London as it w.ts in Queen Elizabeth's 
reign'. In fact, Vertue remarked on the fact that the Royal 
Exchange was not shown on his map as a reason for dating 
it to the early part of Elizabeth's reign, i.e. 1560 as dated in 
the pewter engraving's title. 

46 This has led Darling ton, I., & Howgego, .T.: op cit to 
conclude that the pewter engraving mu.~t originally have 
been derived from the 'copperplate map' or the Braun & Ho
genberg derivative. This conclusion was repeated in 
Glanville, P.: op cit. However, close examination does not 
~upport this, as noted iR Marks, S.P.: op cif. The pewter en
graving was originally derived from an early state of the 
'Agas' map and was then amended by Vertue from a later 
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pre-1633 (1618?) version, but without incmporating the 
Royal Exchange. 

47 Darlington, I., & Howgego, J.: op cit. No.5. Facsimile 
published by the London Topographical Society (No.?), 
1889. 

48 For a description and illustration, see: Barker, F., & 
Jackson, P.: op cit, and Glanville, P.: op cit. 

49 For details ofNorden's delineation of Shake!>'Peare's 
London, see: Wheatley, H.B.: 'Notes upon Norden and his 
map of London 1593' (London Topographical Record, 2; 
1903). See also Halliwell-Phillipps, J.O.: Outlines of the 
Life ofShakespeare (1881) and Wheatley's notes to the en
larged reproduction issued by the New Shakespeare Society. 

50 See: Globe, A.: Peter Stent, London Printseller circa 
1642-1665 (1985). 

51 Royal Library, Stockholm. Facsimile: London Topog
raphical Society Pub. No.94; 1961 ). 

52 BritishMusewu: London. An excerpt.from the British 
Museum Catalogue ofPrinted Maps, Charts and Plans. 
Photolithographic Edition to 1964 (1967). 

53 By John Bagford ( 1650-1716) and Richard Gough 
(1735-1809). 

54 Kingsley, D.: Primed Maps c~(Sussex 1575-1900 
(1982). No.3. 

55 Royal Geographical Society. Reproduced in English 
County Maps in the Collection c~(the Royal Geographical 
Society (No.8; 1932). 

56 Butler, D.J.: The Town Plam qf"Chichester 1595-1898 
(1972). 

57 Skelton, RA.: Introduction to Two Hum/red and F(fiy 
Year.y ofMap-Making in the County q(Sussex (1970). 

58 See: Benedikz, P.M.: Durham Topographical Prints up 
to 1800 (1968). Not recorded in: Tooley, RV.: 'Large scale 
English county maps and plans of cities not printed in at-
lases. Part 10. Durham' (Map Collector, 34; 1986). 

59 Patteson has been \'Vrnngly noted as the engraver instead 
of Schwytzer, e.g. by Richard Gough and in the Victoria 
County History. 

60 Chubb, T., & Stephen, G.H.: A Descriptive List q(the 
Printed Maps q(Norfolk, 157 4-191 6; Descriptive List q( 
Norwich Plans and the Principal Early Views 1541-1914 
(1928). Chubb & Stephen describe Cuningham 's map as 
both a 'plan' and a 'view'. It has generally been regarded as 
a bird's-eye view, as in, for example, Elliot, J.: op cit: 'bird's
eye view'; and Hodgkiss, A. G.: Understanding Maps 
( 1981 ): 'view'. AlteTIUitively, it has been designated a 
'plan' as a Hindle, P.: op cit; Moreland, C., & Bannister, D.: 
Allfique Maps. A Collector :v Handbook ( 1983) and Tooley, 
R.V.: Maps and Map-Makers (1949). However, recently 
P.D.A. Harvey (op cit; 1993) has authoritatively designated 
Cuningham 's map as an 'outline grmmd-plan' with 'pictures 
of all the buildings and other features' imposed on this scale 
ba.~e. 

61 Hoskins, W.G.: Provincial Englcmd (1963). 

62 Lobel, M.D.(ed): The Atlas cij'Historic Towns. Vol.! I 
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(1975). 

63 Lobel, M.D.: 'The value of early maps as evidence for 
the topography of English towns' (Imago Mundi, 22; 1968). 

64 Clark, J.W., & Gray, A.: Old Plam ofCambridge 1574-
1798 (2pt.; 1921). Contains a reproduction of the map. See 
also: Tooley, R.V.: 'Large scale English county maps and 
plans of cities not printed in atlases. Part 4. Cambridge
shire' (Map Collector, 15;1 981 ). No.Ca42. 

Clark & Gray describe Lyne's map as a 'bird's-eye view' 
but Tooley refers to it simply as a 'plan'. It has generally 
been considered to be a bird's-eye view, as in, for example: 
Lister, R.: Antique Map.Y and Their Cartographer.Y (1970) 
and Elliot, J.: op cit. Alternatively, it has been described as 
a 'plan', as in, for example, Moreland, C., & Bannister, D.: 
op cit and Tooley, RV.: op cit(l949). Lynam, E.: The Map
makers Art (1953) describes it as a 'bird's-eye plan'! 
However, recently P.D.A. Harvey (op cit; 1993) has authori
tatively designated Lyne's map as although 'at first sight a 
bird's-eye view ... in fact a conventional map, to consi~1ent 
scale, with pictures superimposed on it'. 

65 Tooley, R. V.: op cif ( 1981 ). No. Ca40. 

66 Clark, J. W., & Gray, A.: op cit. Contains reproductions 
of both the full nine-sheet impression and the single central 
sheet. 

67 Bodleian Library, Oxti1rd. 

68 Bodleian Library, Oxti1rd. 

69 Tooley, R.V.: op cit ( 1981 ). N o.Ca40 gives the scale bar 
on Hamond's map as 6 7/8" = 720', and converts this to a 
scale of I" = 120'! In fact the scale bar complete mea.~ures 
!63mm. and without the unit definition 150mm., giving a 
scale of 1" = 121.9tl, or approximately 43" = lm. Clark, 
J.W., & Gray, A.: op cif note the scale as 1" = 120', but Skel
ton, R.A.: op cif (1952) gives the scale as 5' = lm., i.e. 60" = 
lm. 

70 'Augu.-;tinus Ryther Anglu.-; deliniavit 1588'. Hurst, H.: 
Oxford Topography (Ox.fiml Historical Society, 39; 1899) 
!>uggests that tins signature panel may have been a later addi
tion on the grounds that it is of more delicate workmanship. 
He suggests that Ryther may have added the panel on acqui
sition of the copyright in 1588 when he sold prints near 
Leadenhall. However, even ifRyther did not add his signa
ture until 1588, he is still claiming to have drafted the map. 

71 A-; noted in: Ravenhill, W.: 'Bird's-eyeview and bird's-
t1ight view' (Map Collector, 35; 1986) [1: 1604] and 
Skelton, RA: op cit (1952) [40in. = I mile]. In contrast, 
Lobe!, M.D.: op cit(l968) notes Agas's scale as approxi
mately 50": 1 m. 

72 See: Agas, R.: Preparative to Platting qf'Landes and 
Tenement., .for Surveying (1596). 

73 Without the unit definitions, 145mm. with. 

74 Lobel, M .D.: op cif ( 1968), quoting Hurst, notes only 
the 12%, under-measurement. 

75 Hurst, H.: op cit. 

76 Bodleian Library, Oxtiud. See: 'Old piano; of Oxford by 
Agas, Hollar and Loggan' (O;~fonl Historical Society, 38; 
1884 ). Heame recorded three impression-; of the map in the 
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early part of the eigh~enth century. 

77 Lobel, MD.: op cit (1968). 

78 Hurst, H.: op cit. 

79 A town map of Cambridge by Agas was first recorded 
by Thomas Heame (1678-1792) and has been referred to 
~ubsequently. See, for example: Tooley, R. V.: Tooley :, Dic
~ionury ?fMupmuker.v (1979). The only known complete 
unpr~'lston ofHamond's Cambridge and the only known im
pressmn of Agas 's Oxford came to the Bodleian Libra:ry 
when it acquired Heame's collections in 1755. Heame had 
acquired the two maps together in 1725. 

80 The woodcut is not quite regular, with the top measuring 
39lnun. and the bottom 387mm. 

81 Cowan, W.: op cit. 

See also: Cowen, W., & Inglis, H.R.G.: The Early Views and 
Maps q{Edinburgh (1919). and: The Bamwtyne Mi.,cel
luny; containing original papers unci tracts, chieFv relating 
to the hi.,tory unci literature q{Scotluncl Vol.11. ( 1836) [con
tains facsimile]. AL'!o reproduced in the Royal Scotti.,h 
Geographical Society Magazine, 1919. 

82 Constable, K.M.: The Early Printed Plum qf'Exeter. 
1587-1724 (Reprinted from the Tra11,,, Devmuhire A.,,mc.: 
1932). Not recorded in: Tooley, R.V.: 'Large scale English 
county maps and plans of cities not printed in atlases. Part 
9. Devon'lhire' (Map Collector, 30; 1985). 

83 Ravenhill, W.L.D., & Rowe, M.: 'A decorated screen 
map of Exeter based on John Hooker's map of 1587' in 
Gray, T., Rowe, M., & Erskine, A (eds): Tudor and Stuart 
Devon: The Common Estate ancl Govemment (1992). Dis
CI.L'Isionofthe screen map is based on this source. Thanks 
are due to Professor W.L.D. Ravenhill for his helpfUl and il
lwuinating comments on the Exeter section of this essay. 

84 Jones, E.: British Townscupe., (1965). 

85 Only a single copy of each ~1ate is currently known: 

State 1 :British Libra:ry 

State 2 :Privately owned. However, another impression has 
been noted, see: Con'!table, K.M.: op dt. 

State 3 :Devon Record Oftice. Not noted by Con11table, 
K.M.: op cit. 

86 Privately owned. 

87 The screen otTers varioi.L'! contradictory indicators of 
date of production. Internal evidence possibly suggests a 
production date pre-1595, perhaps specifically between 
1593 and 1595 when the Guildhall in the High Street was be
ing rebuilt. However, other internal evidence indicates a 
seventeenth century date of production. It has also been sug
gested that the screen was painted in the late seventeenth or 
early eighteenth century, deliberately adopting the decora
tive convention'! of the sixteenth century, perhaps in the 
same way as it has been proposed that the Savile map of 
Bath was prepared. In both cases, the later production of the 
plan for whatever purpose seems doubtful and unlikely. 

88 Controversy surrounds the authenticity of this map. It 
has been suggested that the Savile map is not a genuine sev
enteenth century product but is a composite creation derived 
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from Speed, Gilmore and other sources, produced in the late 
eighteenth century, or later, to portray the city as it was at 
the beginning of the seventeenth century. This view is ~up
po~ by the many errors in the Savile map. Speed's map is 
beheved to have been based on an unknown map drawn in 
1575 to celebrate the reroofing of the church, rather than on 
some version of the Sa vile map. 

It i'l perfectly feasible that the Savile map was produced in 
the eighteenth century to satisfy antiquarian interest, as oth
ers were. Thomas Gardner, for example, produced a copy of 
Agas'smap ofDunwich(l587)in 1753. However, ifthe 
Savile map were a later production, it would be reasonable 
to expect more than a single copy to have survived, even if 
it were printed for limited circulation, and for it'> publication 
to be on record. Furthemmre, a later production would prob
ably not have adopted the style of seventeenth century 
engraved lettering, particularly the long 'S', unless it was a 
deliberate fake. It is difficult to imagine what motives might 
have induced such an elaborate and expen'live hoax. 

Unfortunately, study of the paper on which the Savile map is 
printed by the Victoria Art Gallery of Bath MI.L'Iewus Serv
ice has failed to provide any indication of date, merely 
establishing that the paper is laid, has no watenuark and ap
pears uneven in te,.1ure. (Infonuation courtesy of Jean 
Manco). 

The way in which the edges of the Savile map cut through 
features so that they are incomplete suggests that it might 
have been extracted from a more e"'1ensive original and the 
title appears to have been titled into available space rather 
than being placed as part of an original design. Thus, there 
may have been an earlier more exten11ive version of the 
Savile map, either mamL'Icript or printed. 

Until further evidence emerges, it is perhaps best to view the 
Sa vile map as an original seventeenth century product or a 
reproduction of one, and certainly there is a strong body of 
authoritative opinion to support this interpretation. 

Thanks are due to Geuft" Anuitage, Tony Campbell, Rodney 
Shirley and Helen Wallis for their thoughts on this question; 
and to Jean Manco, Elizabeth Holland and Marta In.'lkip for 
their extensive disctL'Ision'l of the map's internal evidence 
and their cont1icting concltL'Iion'l. 

89 Smith, D.: op cit (1991 ), note 43, concluded that a map 
ofBathmtL'It have been produced betilre 1612 and that 
Speed mi.L'It have copied it. However, at the time uf writing 
the relatiun11hip between tl1e early maps of Bath was mi~'in
terpreted due to the confusions and contradiction'! found in 
John W<xld's Es.my towanls a De.Ycription qf'Bath (1742; 
1749), which are typical of his muddled scholarship. These 
relation'lhips mi.L'It now be clarified and earlier misconcep
tion'! corrected, as far as is possible. 

In the 1742 edition of his work, Wood ~1ates that he had 
taken his Bath map from that published by Dr Thomas 
John«<m in Thermae Batlwnicue (1634). However, by the 
1749 edition of the E.v.my, Wood had added a new title to the 
map, describing it as a 'Copy of Doctor Jones's View of the 
City of Bath, as it was Published in the year MDLXXII'. In 
the text of this 1749 edition, W<xld was very positive in as
cribing the map to Jones as source. However, close 
comparison of the W<xld and Johnson maps shows clearly 
that Wood's was copied from John11on's with only ve:ry mi
nor differences. See: Green, E.: 'The earlie!-.1: map of Bath' 
(Proc. Bath Field Club, 6,1: 1889); Wright, R.W.M.: 'The 
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early plans of Bath' (Somerset Archaeological and Natural 
History Soc. Proceedings of the Bath and Di.Ytrict Branch, 
1929-33) and Skelton, R.A.: op cif (1970). The differences 
between the Wood and Johm;on versioiL'! are, nevertheless, 
significant, showing that in the compilation of his map 
Wood must also have referred to Speed's inset as well as uo;
ing his local knowledge to include many more lettered and 
numbered references which were identified in his text. 
Thus, Wood's map is, in fact, an amalgam of the Speed and 
JohiLo;on versions. In turn, close comparison shows that 
JohiLo;on copied his version from Speed rather crudely and 
carelessly, making significant omissioiL'!. However, .TohiLo;on 
added a row of buildings to the suburban development out
side the North gate which did not appear in Speed's iiLo;et. 
The Sa vile map does not show this row of houo;es hut build
ings which might corre~>pond to a houo;e, garden, yard and 
tannery described in a lease of 1585 hut not shown by 
Speed. However, by 1694 .Toseph Gilmore's map of the city 
showed the row ofhouo;es and it is probably the case that 
JoiL'!On added it from local knowledge (as in other aspects of 
his work), the houo;es having been recently coiLo;tructed. 
Hence Wood wrongly attributed his map to JohiL'!I.m alone in 
the 1742 edition and to Jones in the later 1749 edition. The 
relatiom;hip between these maps of Bath is, thus: 

Savile c.1603? 
or 
earlier version 
or 
alternative 

• unknown source 
of c.1575 

Speed 
1612 

~ 
or Johnson 
other 1634 

Wood 
1742; 1749 

/ 
90 This example, in private ownership, was apparently 
found in a composite made-up atlas which probably ac
counts for ilo; survival and good condition. It was sold in 
1977 and again recently. It was identified by Anne Camp
hell Macinnes (then of the Lantern Gallery) in 1977 and 
featured on the cover of Antique Finder, 16,5: 1977. 
Thanks are due to Jean Manco and Ashley Baynton-Wil
liams for bringing this map to my attentioiL 
Unfortunately, the Savile map is not currently available for 
study and its whereabouts secret. It has recently been exam
ined out of its frame by Bath Musetuns Service hut without 
any concluo;ive results. It has not been studied by the.lead
ing authorities in the subject and conchLo;ions are mainly 
tentatively dravm from reproductions and reports. 

91 Manco, 1.: 'Henry Savile's map of Bath' (Proceeding.\' 
of the Somerset Archaelogicaland Natural History Society 
.for 199 2. 136: 1994). Thanks are are due to Jean Manco for 
infonnation freely giveiL See also: Manco. 1.: 'The Sa vile 
map ofBath' (Bath City Life, Winter 1992/3). 

92 These are the dimeiL'!ions given by Bath Muo;emns 
Service. The dimeiLo;ioiL'! given in the Lantern Gallery cata
logue of 1977 were 410 x 555mm and in Manco, 1.: op cif 
(1994) 435 x 575 mm. 

93 Henry Savile is not recorded in: Tooley, R.V.: op cif 
(1979): Tooley, R.V.: op cit (1979) Supplement ( 1982): or: 
Eden, P.(ed): Dictionary ofLand Sun1eyor.v and Local Car
tographer.v ofGreat Britain and b'eland1550-1850 
(1975-79). Henry Savile may have been 'Long Harry' who 
entered Merton College, Oxford, in 1587 and became a 
scholar of mathematics, physics, chemistry, painting, her
aldry and antiquities. Although he prepared material for 
publication, nothing is known to have actually gone to press. 
He died in London in 1617. (lnfonnation courtesy of Jean 
Manco). For further discussion, see: Manco, J.: op cif (1994) 
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Sa vile's signature is erroneously interpreted as that of the en
graver in the Lantern Gallery catalogue. It is extremely 
unlikely that an early seventeenth-century map woultl have 
been engraved by one of the very few native British engrav
ers of the time and, if so, that it would have been unsigned. 

94 Perhaps there is hope that the sources of Speed's other 
derived maps will eventually he identified. See: Smith, D.: 
op cit ( 1991). The other outstanding maps which Speed did 
not claim as his own ~>urveys hut whose sources are un
known are: Cork, Coventry, Gulw...ty, Gloucester, Kentlal, 
Leicester, Limerick, Llandatfe, anti Rochester. It is likely 
that some, at least, of these towns were muppeJ before 1612, 
perhaps even printed. 

95 The case for the tL'!e of the Savile mup us source for 
Speed's iiL'let is convincingly urguetl in: Manco, J.: op cif 
(1994). 

96 For general discuo;sion of the Civitates Orb is Terramm, 
see: Keuning, J.: 'The "Civitutes" ofBraun and Hogenberg' 
(Imago A.1undi, 17: 1963). Pointer, S.: 'How art overcame 
adversity' (Map C'o/lector, 4: I lJ7R). Skelton, R.A.: Intro
duction to Civitah~s Orb is Terrc1111m 1572-1618 (I %5). 

97 Smith, D.: op cif (191J I). 

98 Ao;, for example, has happened with Henry Price's large
scale cmmty smvey of Monmoulhshirc (c .I R20) which was 
listed as 'Lost or uncompleted' in: Rotlger, E.M.: The Large 
Scale Coun~v Maps CJj'tlw British Isles 1596-l 850. A Union 
List (I 972) but which has sine~: been aCl(Uin:tl by Cambridge 
University Library. 

99 Agas, R.: op cit. 

100 For a fuller discussion of the problems of interpreting 
early maps, see: Smith, D.: op cif ( IYRR). 

J B HARLEY RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS 

The Trustees of the .lB Harley Research Fellowships 
Funtl are pleased to announce the first Fellowships in the 
History of Cmtography. Three awards, each of £4(X) (as a 
contribution towards a two-week stay in London) have been 
made. 

Fellowships have been awarded to: 

Dr Mead T. Cain (New York). 'The maps of the Society 
for the Ditiusinn of Useful Knowledge'. [March 1994). 

Dr Claire Lemoine-Isabeau (Muo;ee Royal de 1' Armee, 
Brussels). 'Hil>toire de la cartographie du territoire 
Beige'. [April 1994]. 

Roger A Starling (University ofToronto). 'Topography 
and Power: English Renaissance drama and the produc
tionofspace 1580-1640'. [For 1995]. 

The .lB Harley Trust Fund is the only one of its kind in 
Europe, supporting cartographic research into the major 
London collections. The Trustees' ability to make a greater 
number of annual awards, and for longer periods, depends 
on further donations. For infonnation about supporting the 
Fund, or about making an application (closing date 1st 
November), please write to: 

Hon. Sec., Tony Camphell, 
Map Library, British Library, 
Great Ru.,sell Street, 
London WCIB 300. 

fmm a press release 
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